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Excess-entropy and freezing-temperature scalings for transport coefficients: Self-diffusion
in Yukawa systems

Yaakov Rosenfeld
Nuclear Research Center Negev, P.O. Box 9001, Beer-Sheva 84190, Israel

~Received 23 July 2000!

A semiempirical ‘‘universal’’ corresponding states relationship, for the dimensionless transport coefficients
of dense fluids as functions of the reduced configurational entropy, was proposed more than 20 years ago and
established by many simulations. Recent density functional analysis predicts a universal freezing-temperature
scaling for the excess entropy. Combining these properties we derive an approximate corresponding states
relationship for the dimensionless transport coefficients of dense fluids as functions of the temperature scaled
by the freezing temperature. The temperature scaling observed in recent computer simulation results for
self-diffusion in Yukawa systems is just one more case of our general result.

PACS number~s!: 05.60.Cd, 52.25.Fi
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Up to now there has been no unifying quantitative d
scription of atomic transport in condensed matter@1–3#.
However, many simulations for the transport coefficients
strongly coupled one-component fluids can be correla
with equilibrium thermodynamic properties, according to t
plot of a reduced~dimensionless! coefficient as a function o
the reduced excess~i.e., configurational, over ideal-ga
value! entropy, SE/NkB , @4,5,2,3#. Macroscopic reduction
parameters~density and temperature! were chosen for the
transport coefficients, namely, a mean interparticle dista
d5(V/N)1/35r21/3 and thermal velocityv th5(kBT/m)1/2.
Specifically, from the coefficients of thermal conductivity,k,
viscosity,h, and diffusion,D, one defines the following re
duced~dimensionless! quantities:

k* 5k
r22/3

kB~kBT/m!1/2
, h* 5h

r22/3

~mkBT!1/2
,

~1!

D* 5D
r1/3

~kBT/m!1/2
.

This form of the reduced transport coefficients is sugges
by an elementary kinetic theory for a dense medium of p
ticles with thermal velocities but with a mean free path b
tween collisions which is of the order of the average int
particle distance. The plots of hundreds of simulation res
for the reduced transport coefficients, of systems with qu
disparate pair interactions, as functions of~minus! the re-
duced excess entropy,s52SE/NkB.0, show quasiuniver-
sal behavior of the type@4,5,2,3#

k* '1.5e0.5s, h* '0.2e0.8s, D* '0.6e20.8s ~2!

for all strongly coupled simple fluids,s*1 ~freezing corre-
sponds to about 4&s&5). Different potentials can be fitte
better by somewhat different exponential arguments
prefactors~e.g., for hard spheresD* .0.7e20.65s) but, nev-
ertheless, using these plots the reduced diffusion coefficie
which vary by about two orders of magnitude, can be e
mated within about 30% by usingcorresponding statesval-
ues based on the excess entropy@4,5,2,3#. The excess-
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entropy corresponding states were extended to modera
and strongly coupled plasmamixtures@6#. More recently it
was found@8# that the excess-entropy scaling is valid also
dilute gases, where it is least expected on the basis of e
hard-sphere modeling or cell-theory arguments.

Because of the choice ofmacroscopicreduction param-
eters for the transport coefficient rather than microscopic
tential parameters, the excess-entropy corresponding s
relation @4# can be applied directly to real materials. Fro
this point of view it can be even a more effective recipe th
Enskog’s approximation@7#, which relates the transport co
efficients to the thermal pressure. The excess-entropy sca
relation is a semiquantitative model~like the van der Waals
equation of state!, rather than a theory. Like any correspon
ing states relationship that links nonscaling force laws, it c
be only approximate. However, in view of the absence o
unifying quantitative description of atomic transport in co
densed matter, excess-entropy scaling is important for e
mating unknown transport coefficients and for providi
guidelines for theoretical analysis, and should be furt
checked against any new available data.

An extensive set of simulation results for the se
diffusion of Yukawa systems was obtained very recently@9#
which should enable us to test further the excess-entr
scaling mentioned above. These simulations where analy
however, for another scaled diffusion coefficientD1, which
was shown@9# to obey a linear behavior as a function of th
temperature reduced by the melting temperature. Using
cent density functional theory results@10–12# we first recast
the excess-entropy scaling forD* in the form of freezing~or
melting! temperature scaling. We then use this result to
rive the new linear scaling relation forD1, thus demonstrat-
ing that it represents just one more case of general exc
entropy scaling.

On the basis of the fundamental-measure free ene
functional @10,11# for hard spheres and thermodynamic pe
turbation theory@13,14#, a unified analytic descriptionof
classical bulk solids and fluids was obtained@12#, predicting
correctly the major features of their equations of state a
freezing parameters as obtained by simulations. The s
singularity in the hard-sphere free energy functional yield
fundamentally different fluid and solid asymptotic hig
7524 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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density expansions for the potential energy: featuring
static-lattice Madelung term and the harmonic3

2 kBT correc-
tion, for the solid, and a fluid Madelung energy with a;T3/5

thermal energy correction, for the fluid. This result for t
the bulk fluid turns out to be one particular possibility of t
variational perturbation theory which was considered in
past@13#.

Focusing our attention on the repulsive inverse pow
potentials w(r )/kBT5G/(r /aWS)

n, with n<12, and
screened Coulomb ~Yukawa! potentials w(r )/kBT

5G/@r /aWS#e
2a(r /aWS), where aWS5(3/4pr̄)1/3 is the

Wigner-Seitz radius andG is the coupling parameter, not
that the classical Coulomb one-component plasma~OCP!
corresponds to an inverse power potential withn51 or to a
Yukawa potential with zero screening parametera50. The
analytic theory based on the fundamental measure free
ergy functionals yields also an approximate new freez
‘‘law’’ in the form @12#

G f reez.0.7/~CM2Cf luid!, ~3!

whereCM is the Madelung constant of the crystal structu
andCf luid is the fluid Madelung constant~see below!. This
‘‘law’’ compares well @12# with the simulation results
@15,17#. For these potentials the asymptotic high-density
expansion for the fluid thermal energy takes the form

FIG. 1. The simulation results@15# for the ‘‘thermal’’ potential
energy uth5U/NkBT2Cf luidG of the inverse power potential
w(r )/kBT5G/(r /aWS)

n and of the Yukawa potentialsw(r )/kBT
5G/(r /aWS)e

2a(r /aWS) (a denoted bya in the figure! as a function
of (T/Tf reez)

22/5. See the text.

FIG. 2. Simulation results@@9# ~squares!, @18#, @6# ~circles!# for
the reduced coefficient of the self-diffusionD* for the one-
component plasma~OCP! as function of (T/Tf reez)

22/5, compared
with the fit ~10!. See the text.
a

e

r

n-
g

uth5
U

NkBT
2Cf luidG.O~G2/5!, ~4!

where the fluid Madelung constantsCf luid are given explic-
itly in @12#. In particular, for then.3 inverse power poten
tials,

Cf luid5
1

2n~n22!!
E

0

` ~x12!x(n21)

~x12!1~x22!ex
dx, ~5!

and for thea.0 Yukawa fluids,

Cf luid~a!5
a~a11!e2a

~a21!ea1~a11!e2a
. ~6!

In Fig. 1 we present the simulation results@15,17# for
uth5U/NkBT2Cf luidG, as a function of (G/G f reez)

2/5

5(T/Tf reez)
22/5. We find that to high accuracy the therm

energy can be represented by

FIG. 3. Simulation results@9# for the reduced coefficient of the
self-diffusion D* for the Yukawa potentials w(r )/kBT
5G/(r /aWS)e

2a(r /aWS) as a function of (T/Tf reez)
22/5 for several

values of the screening parametera ~denoted bya in the figure!.
The inset shows the same results as a function of (T/Tm)22/5. See
the text.

FIG. 4. Simulation results@9# for the reduced coefficient of the
self-diffusion D1 for the Yukawa potentials w(r )/kBT
5G/(r /aWS)e

2a(r /aWS) as a function of (T/Tm)22/5 for several val-
ues of the screening parametera ~denoted bya in the figure! com-
pared with our prediction~14! given by the heavy solid line. See th
text.
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uth.3S T

Tf reez
D 22/5

53S G

G f reez
D 2/5

~7!

almost all the way to (T/Tf reez)
22/5.0, so that the exces

entropy can be well represented by the form

s2sf reez.
9

2 F S T

Tf reez
D 22/5

21G5
9

2 F S G

G f reez
D 2/5

21G .
~8!

It should be noted thatsf reez is about the same,sf reez.4, for
all soft inverse power potentials and Yukawa potentials.
the potentials become steeper the asymptotics does no
tend so well to small values ofG, and other terms in the
expansion interfere. It is remarkable that these terms con
ute such that the linear dependence onG2/5 is still well per-
served down to low values ofG. The T22/5 dependence o
the excess entropy was also observed in very recent sim
tions for Lennard-Jones fluids@16#.

By combining the semiempirical excess entropy scal
of the reduced transport coefficients@4,5,2,3# with the freez-
ing temperature scaling of the excess entropy@12#, we obtain
the following quasiuniversal relations:

t* .At expFBtS T

Tf reez
D 22/5G

.At expFBtS ~CM2Cf luid!G

0.7 D 2/5G , ~9!

where t* is a reduced transport coefficient (t5k,h, or D)
and the corresponding parametersAt ,Bt are weakly depen-
dent on the potential. It should be emphasized that to wit
the expected few percent accuracy of the quasiuniversalit
the excess-entropy scaling for the Yukawa potentials, as
find also in this work, the melting and freezing temperatu
Tm andTf reez are almost interchangable in the scaling re
tion ~9!.

The recent results for the self-diffusion of Yukawa sy
tems @9# provides a test for the scalings mentioned abo
These new results@9# are in agreement with a limited set o
results obtained earlier~see @18,19,17~b!,6# and references
therein!. Like other scaling properties of Yukawa potentia
@12,20# the parameters in relations like Eq.~9! are expected
to be weakly dependent on the screening parametera for all
Yukawas witha&5. In particular, the results are expected
be well approximated by those available for the OCPa
50). Simulation results for the self-diffusion coefficie
from various sources for the OCP (a50) or near the OCP
s
ex-
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la-

g
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e

s
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-
.

(a50.1) are presented in Fig. 2 which can be well fitted
the following expression of the form of Eq.~9!:

D* 51.48 expF23.9S T

Tf reez
D 22/5G . ~10!

The new simulation results@9# for several values of the
screening parameter are given in Fig. 3 where it is clear
they follow closely our scaling prediction and in particul
Eq. ~10!. In this paper we use forTm the simulations based
values given in@9#, while for Tf reez we take our estimate~3!.

Returning to Eq.~8! we obtain

D* 51.48e23.9(122sf reez/9)e27.8s/9.0.9e20.87s ~11!

in accordance with the early work@4# and its results of the
type ~2!. Following @17~b!#, Ohta and Hamaguchi analyze
their recent simulations@9# by considering the reduced dif
fusion coefficient

D15
D

vEaWS
2

, ~12!

wherevE is the Einstein frequency of the solid, and find th
it is linear in T/Tm all the way to large values ofT/Tm
;100, and only weakly dependent on the sceening par
etera&5. This behavior they can explain near melting, i.
for T/Tm;1, but there is no physical reason to incorpora
vE when T/Tmelt@1. We find, however, that the scalin
employed by@9# represents just a special case of our gene
results. In particular, we note that the coefficientD1 is re-
lated to ourD* by

D15
D*

S 3

4p D 1/3SA3
vE

vP
G f reezD 1/2S T

Tf reez
D 1/2

, ~13!

where vP is the plasma frequency. Specifically, using E
~10! for the OCP we obtain

D15F S T

Tf reez
D 1/2

7.9
G1.48 expF23.9S T

Tf reez
D 22/5G , ~14!

which turns out to be almost linear,D1.0.01T/Tf reez, all
the way toT/Tf reez;100, and compares well~see Fig. 4!
with the simulation results of@9#.

I thank H. Ohta and S. Hamaguchi for sending me
unpublished work in Ref.@9~b!# and for permission to quote
their results before publication.
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